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Executive Summary  
 
The Judiciary ICT Policy is a set of policy reflecting management`s guidance and direction of 

controls over information and communication technology. 

 

This policy provides notice of the expectations and guidelines of Judiciary to all who use and 

manage information and Communication Technology (ICT), resources and services. 

The Judiciary provides ICT resources in line with the organization’s objectives, vision mission 

and other requirements for Judiciary mandate. Any access or use of ICT resources that 

interferes, interrupts or conflicts with this purpose is not acceptable and will be considered as a 

violation of policy.  

 

The Judiciary ICT policy includes directives, industry best practices, as well as controls based 

on mitigations of risks identified that may impact court processes and procedures. 

The Judiciary also recognizes that some aspects of this policy may become out of date in the 

future; as such, the Judiciary shall review this document as needed to ensure relevance.  

 

 

MMss..  MMUURROORRAA  BBeetthh                                                                                                                                          DDrr..  NNTTEEZZIILLYYAAYYOO  FFaauussttiinn    

SSeeccrreettaarryy  GGeenneerraall                                                                                                                                                                  CChhiieeff  JJuussttiiccee    
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Normative References 
  

 Judiciary Strategic plan 2018 – 2024  

 Rwanda’s ICT Sector Strategic plan 2018 – 2024   
 Justice Sector ICT Strategic Plan 2018 – 2024   
 Rwanda’s ICT implementation guidelines for Government institutions   
 Rwanda’s Enterprise Architecture Blueprint Development guidelines for Government 

institutions  
 Rwanda’s Business continuity management guidelines for government institutions   
 Rwanda’s Data center and Cloud services directives for government institutions   
 Rwanda’s Directives on Cyber security for network and information system  

 Rwanda’s Guidelines on minimum Bandwidth for broadband internet connectivity  
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Abbreviations & Definitions 
  

ICT:             Information & Communication Technology  

JITCO:        Judicial Information Technology Committee  

SLA:           Service Level Agreement  

CBM:        Chief Budget Manager (this term refers to Secretary General) 

LAN:         Local Area Network  

AP:           Access Point  

OS:          Operating System  

RISA:     Rwanda Information Society Authority  
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2 INTRODUCTION  
 

The Judiciary management is the custodian of the Judicial ICT Policy. ICT is essential in 

improving efficiency and effectiveness to internal and external service delivery. This means 

that, a comprehensive framework established by internal ICT Policy to provide appropriate 

directives to harness the efficiency of ICT is necessary to achieve the Judiciary’s objectives.  

The establishment of internal ICT Policy is an important step towards ensuring that ICT will 

enable to attain the Judiciary’s goals. This Policy is a product aligned to a farfetched broader 

perspective of ICT set up and development of our country including the National ICT Policy, 

the Sector Strategic plan etc. 

This internal ICT Policy comes in place to ensure that the ICT infrastructure and capacity are 

utilized effectively in alignment with the Judiciary’s strategic objectives, National ICT Policies, 

Standards and Guidelines. 

The ICT Department shall play an advisory to the Judiciary management on the 

implementation of this policy but also facilitate, support and lead ICT initiatives where 

necessary.  

 

The Judiciary shall provide adequate resources including infrastructure, equipment, tools, 

systems, services and capacity building to support the ICT department to implement its 

activities. 

Considering the nature of ICT department within the Judiciary, the reporting line for ICT 

functions shall be direct to the head of ICT department. Regular reporting and update of ICT 

operations and plans will be directed to the CBM in consultation with JITCO where necessary. 

 
In regard to this policy, the Judiciary’s mission is to dispense Justice in the name of the people 

with equity and integrity, contributing to strengthening the rule of law, respect of fundamental 

liberties and human rights for transformational governance through the use of ICT. 

 
Build strong and reliable ICT tools and infrastructure for enabling an Independent and trusted 

Judiciary in delivering Timely and Quality Justice. 
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This document provides the highest-level ICT directives for the Judiciary. The main purpose of 

this document is to ensure that the Judiciary’s ICT related operations, processes and usage are 

well directed. The specific objectives of this policy are: 
 

 To ensure that ICT service provision is in line with the Judiciary ‘s requirements based 

on existing standards and best practices; 

 To establish direction, procedures and requirements to ensure that appropriate 

protection of information handled by the Judiciary computer resources is secured; 

 To emphasize the importance of following ICT policy in various computer environments 

and the role of all Judicial staff;  

 To ensure that all the Institution`s information resources and services are well secured 

using appropriate controls;  

 To ensure that all members of the Institution use ICT facilities and services in an 

appropriate and responsible manner while ensuring that there is no misuse of ICT 

facilities and services.  

 
This ICT policy defines how the Judiciary develop, implement, and secure information and 

communication technology. This Policy allows efficient, effective and consistent actions to 

occur across the Judiciary and should be practiced on a regular basis, clearly defining 

expectations, remain updated and relevant to the organization. 

This policy also works to define how the Judiciary wishes to implement, operate, and manage 

technology in a way that enables the organization to meet legal and regulatory requirements. 
 

  Benefits of this Policy: 

 Defines how ICT will approach security 

 Details security requirements to protect against threats 

 Protects restricted data 

 Provides guidelines for acceptable use of technology resources, 

 Sets rules and guidelines for decision making, 

 Allows staff to know and understand expectations, 

 Allows consistent and clear response from each individual, 

 Provides framework for monitoring and measuring compliance, 

 Documents the way things have and should be done, 

 Reveals a clear method to resolve problems, including incident response, 

 Improves efficiency of daily operations, 

 Reflects an organization’s desire and ability to follow consistent processes. 
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This policy provides clarity for everyone within the Judiciary regarding ICT and works to 

combat threats and manages risks while ensuring efficient, effective and consistent operations. 

 
The Judiciary information and Communication Technology (ICT) policy is defined in line with 

characteristics of Judiciary business, Judiciary strategic plan, Court locations, Judicial assets, 

technology used/owned by the Judiciary and approved national policies / guidelines relevant to 

Judiciary. 

It is applicable to all members of the Judiciary including employees, contractors, internees, 

authorized guests and contractors who use, access or employ locally or remotely the Judiciary’s 

ICT resources whether individually controlled, shared, standalone or networked. 

It covers administrative systems, web developments and any system that require ongoing 

support.  

 
The ICT department shall be responsible for enforcing this policy and review of ICT business 

needs under the guidance and control of the institution`s management. TThhiiss  ppoolliiccyy  ddooccuummeenntt  

sshhaallll  bbee  rreevviieewweedd  eevveerryy  aafftteerr  55  yyeeaarrss  aanndd  cchhaannggeess  sshhaallll  bbee  aasssseesssseedd  aanndd  aapppprroovveedd  bbyy  JJIITTCCOO  

MMeemmbbeerrss.  

 
Sanction for violation of this Policy may include; 

If misuse of passwords leads to violation of policy and compromise of confidential data, the 

person responsible shall be subject to disciplinary action or measure provided by the law 

governing employees of the public service which may also include termination of email 

account.  

ICT users who receive unsolicited offensive or inappropriate material electronically should 

delete it immediately. Offensive or inappropriate material received from people known to the 

receiver should be deleted immediately and the sender of the material should be asked to 

refrain from sending such material again. In the event that a user does not cease sending 

unsolicited offensive or inappropriate email, disciplinary action shall be taken and shall include 

deactivation of the user account and legal action shall follow. Computer crimes such as 

computer fraud, hacking, damage to programs, data introduction and spreading computer 

viruses shall result in legal action.  
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The Judiciary of Rwanda has opted for the use of ICT as an important enabler to delivery of 

timely and quality Justice. We are fully convinced that the utilization of ICT enhances the 

operational processes of the Judiciary and eliminates undue delays in justice dispensation. We 

have witnessed how the dispensation of justice has been less cumbersome and stress free for 

Judges, Registrars, Lawyers and litigants, amongst other benefits. For the last decade, the 

Judiciary has implemented and operationalized several technologies in courts which include 

but are not limited to: 

 

 
The Integrated Electronic Case Management System (IECMS) is a comprehensive & powerful 

tool helping major Justice Sector institutions including Rwanda Investigation Bureau (RIB), 

National Public Prosecution Authority (NPPA), Judiciary, Rwanda Correctional Services (RCS), 

Civil Litigation Services, Rwanda Bailiff Association and Rwanda Bar Association to better 

deliver timely and quality justice to the Rwandan population. 

 
As shown in the illustration above, the Judiciary is the core beneficiary of IECMS and is 

facilitated in interacting with other sector institutions and Litigants (for Electronic Filing and 

follow up of cases).  

IECMS was initiated to improve Judicial Service Delivery by reducing delays and transaction 

costs associated with judicial cases processing through the whole justice chain from the 

inception (initiation) of a case to its final adjudication and execution (closure); thus, delivering 

timely, quality and accessible justice at reduced cost. 

IECMS was developed by an American/Armenian Company called SSyynneerrggyy  IInntteerrnnaattiioonnaall  

SSyysstteemmss  that signed a 22-month contract with the Ministry of Justice (MINIJUST) on 29th 

December 2014. The system was developed hand in hand with Rwandan Judicial staff to make 
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sure that the development reflected the Rwanda context; procedural laws and regulations, 

court organizational set up and roles of all stakeholders in the whole judicial process.    

IECMS was launched on 31st Dec 2015 and rolled out on the 1st Jan 2016 in all Kigali City courts 

and all commercial courts as the 1st Phase with 14 courts in total. The 2nd Phase of 29 courts were 

rolled out in September 2016 while the 3rd Phase of 38 courts were rolled out in June 2017. 
 

OObbjjeeccttiivveess  ooff  IIEECCMMSS::  

 Prevent the loss and physical damage of document in a case file. 

 Enhance Information Accessibility amongst Judicial institutions. 

 Enable case reproduction and eliminate duplication of case information within the 

sector. 

 On-the-fly accurate reporting (effective and efficient judicial system). 

 Modernize the sector’s operations. 

 Accurate Action, Audits and security 
 

IIEECCMMSS  BBeenneeffiittss::  

The IECMS has numerous Advantages to all the sector institutions and in particular, the 

Judiciary. It has far reaching benefits to both the Litigants and the Court staff as outlined 

below. 

 

AA.. BBeenneeffiittss  ooff  IIEECCMMSS  ttoo  LLiittiiggaannttss  ((TThhee  ssppaann  tthhrroouugghh  tthhee  ccaassee  ffiilliinngg  aanndd  ccaassee  ffoollllooww--uupp))  

1. System accessibility on Phone, tablet and computer anywhere. 

2. Electronic case filing with mobile phone and Card payment options. 

3. Litigants input and view submissions online side by side on each issue. 

4. All party submissions automatically generate exports. 

5. From a single window, given username and password, litigants access all cases in which 

they have ever been Party or Advocate. 

6. Follow-up of cases and their current status and next status online. 

7. Automatic reminder of any deadline status on the case such as appeal deadlines. 

8. Keep up with court schedules using online system calendar. 

9. Litigants receive E-mail, SMS and system notifications of Case proceeding notifications 

(filing, pre-trial, hearing, pronouncement). 

10. Easy chat functionality with the registrar. 

11. Online access to summons and proof of non-appeal online.  

12. Free access to Summary of Judgment and number of pages to allow online payment. 

13. Availability of Judgment copies online which originally accounted for 35.72% of the 

reasons litigants physically went to courts in 2014. 
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14. Easy management of individual cases. 

15. Authenticity of data and audit trail. 

BB.. GGeenneerraall  bbeenneeffiittss  ttoo  aallll  ccoouurrtt  ssttaaffff::  

1. Creation and manipulation of Personal tasks, appointments and to do list. 

2. Access to cases from other institutions such as RIB, NPPA, Prisons and access to lower 

court cases in case of appeal all at a click of a button. 

3. Easy search of well-organized cases, a search by QR code. 

4. Notifications on proceedings of cases through E-mail, sms and the system. 

5. creation of dynamic, Real-time reports and dashboards (list, report, chart and all can be 

viewed in one window). 

6. Easy information sharing amongst all system users. 

7. Dynamic nature of the system (easy to add modules in case of change in procedure, 

deciding who sees what). 

8. Authenticity of data and audit trail with the option to compare case versions to establish 

what was changed, by whom and when. 

CC.. RReeggiissttrraarrss  

1. Automatic case schedule (pre-trial, hearing, pronouncement, including their 

adjournments). 

2. Case assignment is easier (propose a judge, assign a registrar) 

3. All summons and orders are automatically generated and delivered 

4. No more need to transfer reports because cases are accessible to everyone. 

5. Follow up on registrar tasks 

DD.. CCoouurrtt  RReeppoorrtteerrss::  

1. All needed case details are automatically available  

2. Hearing minutes’ form is automatically generated 

3. Easy access to precedent 

EE.. JJuuddggeess::  

1. Easy identification of recidivism. 

2. Notifications on necessary case proceedings. 

3. Authenticity of data. 

4. Easy manipulation of case documents. 

5. Automatic generation of summary of judgment. 

6. Online access to precedent 

7. Easy collaboration on the same case. 
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FF..   TToopp  MMaannaaggeemmeenntt    

1. Notifications on proceedings of cases. 

2. Easy generation of dynamic reports for better decision making. 

3. Follow up on court activities. 

4. Easy to determine case status (e.g if judgment is ready). 

5. Better view of reports by viewing multiple reports on one window (dashboard) 

6. Easy monitoring and evaluation of courts and judges’ performance 
 

 
After successful implementation of IECMS for tracking, processing, and reporting against all 

cases across the Justice, Rule of Law, and Order Sector (JRLOS); the Judiciary launched the 

Judicial Performance, monitoring and Evaluation system (JPMS) to complement the 

achievements of IECMS by monitoring judiciary’s performance and implementation of her 

strategic plans and activities against set targets.  

It’s benefits; 

 

1. Ability to monitor the implementation of the strategic plan and action plan at any time 

of the year; 

2. Track performance and work progress against targets; 

3. Track budget allocation and execution; 

4. Evaluation of staff performance per assigned milestone / task; 
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The system does this by tracking indicators (based on the data within the IECMS and 

performance data collected outside the IECMS) to monitor the performance of all Judicial 

personnel while tracking progress against targets defined by the Judiciary’s Strategic Plan, 

Annual Action Plans as well as the utilization of the allocated budget.  
 
 
The system tracks court performance based on set indicators directly related to the case such as 

rate of case backlog, % of overturned cases at the appeal level, Average Time a case takes to be 

judged, Rate of case adjournment etc. in the vision of attaining an independent judiciary that 

delivers timely and quality judgments.  

 

The system also links these indicators to judicial objectives and vision, assigns weight to each 

objective, output, activities and daily individual tasks in order to show the actual weighted 

level of achievement as well as comparing this achievement to the budget allocated and spent 

on different implemented activities. 
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Within the same window, different indicators can be compared and filtered per court / court 

level to assess progress and performance and where necessary to adopt different strategies or 

remedies. An example of such a case is; 

1 
 
The system further tracks performance of Administrative Personnel based on activities that are 

not directly linked to the case process performed both within the IECMS and outside IECMS.  

This includes the creation of activities and tasks that are not part of the processing of a case and 

tracking their implementation towards the Judicial strategic plan and annual action plans. 

 

EEvvaalluuaattiioonn  aanndd  mmoonniittoorriinngg  ooff  AAccttiivviittiieess  

1. Monitoring of individual Performance 

2. Track budget allocation & utilization  
 

                                                   
1 The data used in the Image is test data  
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2 
 
The system automatically generates individual evaluation marks based on the daily 

performance and allows them access to their evaluation marks daily, monthly, and quarterly, 

giving them the possibility to comment on their satisfaction with the awarded marks. They can 

complain to their first and second level supervisors who may alter the system given marks 

providing valid reasons.  

 

 
Sobanuzainkiko Application was developed in collaboration with Transparency International 

Rwanda to help the Judiciary track complaints related to corruption and procedural 

malpractices. It was launched on 16th October 2018. Later on, it was upgraded by the Judiciary to 

help litigants request the following services from Courts; 

 

1. Request for special review of cases vitiated with injustice 

2. Show dissatisfaction with case processing 

3. Provide Information related to corruption in the case 

4. Suggestion box. 

 

As depicted in the figure below, sobanuzainkiko has the following users: 

 Public, Lawyers / RBA  

 Prosecutors /NPPA 

                                                   
2 The data used in the image is test data  
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 Office of ombudsman 

 Chief Justice’s Office 

 Court Presidents 

 Inspectorate of Courts 

 

Above is the structure illustrating how a vitiated case with injustice request is processed.  

 
The Digital Court Recording System (DCRS) is a court room technology which is used to record 

audio and video for Court Proceedings, to help the judge re-analyze proceedings or sections of 

proceedings later especially in complex cases for better informed decisions. 

Since 2014, the DCRS facility was installed and used in three higher courts namely;      the 

Supreme court, Court of Appeal and High Court Chamber of International Crimes (HCCIC). 

 

 
 The Judiciary has implemented a number of Video Conferencing Facilities (VCF) in some courts 

since 2008 to facilitate the virtual court hearings and connect people in different physical 

locations. 

VCF can also be used to enable testifying witnesses “appear” in court without having to travel 

to the courtroom. Expert witnesses, prisoners and various other witnesses can provide the same 

testimonies from remote locations. From the prisons, prisoners can see and hear everything 

that takes place in the courtroom and can be able to answer questions posed to them by the 

judges and lawyers. 
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This tool was found very useful in court proceedings mainly when it was the only option (i.e. in 

COVID – 19 Confinement) and the Judiciary managed to render justice to Citizens through the 

use of this facility while complying with pandemic requirements. 

The VCF offers significant cost savings and improved security by reducing the need for high-

security and prisoner transport; the entire case hearing process will be made shorter, safer and 

more cost- effective. 

Caution should be exercised in the selection of appropriate VCF in terms of quality, 

compatibility, security and cost. The ICT department does a thorough requirement analysis and 

business case before the final adoption of a particular vvideo conferencing technology.  The VCF 

deployment was limited to a number of courts with more sensitive cases and can be extended 

to any other court on demand. 

 

 

 

 

 Shall have the ability to receive all claims and decide whether those claims are 

receivable or eligible 

 Have the ability to combine related cases 

 Are able to transfer cases to competent courts 

 Shall have the ability to deliver online services (judgement copy, relating parties, 

judgement execution,) 

 Shall have the ability to prepare and deliver summon for pretrial date; 

 Are able to conduct mediation and conclude whether there is no agreement reached or 

there is partial agreement or there is total agreement. 

 Shall have the ability to conduct and deliver signed pretrial minutes and share it with 

the parties; 

 Shall have the ability to take minutes of hearings and pronouncements and share the 

signed minutes with concerned parties.  

 

 Shall have the ability of doing all registrar’s duty 

 Shall have the ability of responding to all claims from unsatisfied court users. 

 Shall have the ability to assign tasks to Registrars 

 Shall have the ability of fixing pretrial meetings and hearing date. 
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 Shall have the ability and actually do prepare and relate the issues and its applicable law 

for those issues 

 

 Shall have the ability for checking if there is no conflict of interest in the case assigned 

to him/her and determine whether he/she may withdraw or continue with the case; 

 Shall be able to prepare the case and come up with a report that will guide the hearing; 

 Shall have the ability to conduct conciliation of parties; 

 Shall have the ability to conduct hearing showing that the hearing has started or 

concluded and whether the hearing is adjourned or finished to be pronounced;  

 Are able and actually do analyze the objection raised in hearing and determine whether 

it has ground or not; 

 Shall have the ability to conduct mediation and conclude whether there is no agreement 

reached or there is partial agreement or there is total agreement; 

 Shall have the ability to prepare a judgment copy, sign it and share it to the public. 

 

 

 Shall have the ability of carrying out all judge’s duty  

 Shall have the ability to approve hearings dates  

 Shall have the ability to assign cases to judges  

 Shall have the ability to respond to parties’ complaints submitted to him/her  

 Shall have the ability to confirm, rejection of the case or ordering the case to be recorded 

in the court. 

 

 

 Shall have the ability to evaluate all court’s Staff 

 Shall have the ability to publish Staff marks 

 

 Shall have the ability to evaluate the awareness, ability to conduct and fair decision 

taken by the registrar in pretrial meetings. 

 Shall have the ability to evaluate the fairness and the conduct of research done by 

researchers. 
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 Shall have the ability to prepare pretrial meetings within the given time line. 

 Shall have the ability to draft pretrial minutes on time 

 Shall have the ability to share final report of pretrial, minutes of hearing and 

pronouncement on time 

 Shall have the ability of preparing summon and share it to the parties on time 

 

 

 Shall have the ability to perform legal research respecting the time schedule and quality 

as per the Judge’s request.  

3 NETWORK AND COMMUNICATION 
INFRASTRUCTURE  
 

 
The network for courts shall be designed to include all users both onsite and offsite. Services 

offered by the Judiciary through ICT Department shall be defined, categorized and accessed 

depending on preset requirements and approved authorization. 

The design of Court network diagrams shall consider the number of users based on the 

organizational structure, interior design of the building, sitting arrangement, systems, services 

and applications according to the institutional business process. 

The design of court network diagrams shall consider network security which shall continuously 

be adapted to comply with the cyber security directives for Government institutions and 

industry best practices.  

 
Network equipment and devices comprise the core network infrastructure kept in the server 

room to provide connectivity and security features that include; 

 Racks  

 Routers  

 Firewalls  

 Switches and  

 Access Points  
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The Sever room requirements shall be defined and complied with while the network structure 

shall consider latest cabling and labeling standards. Network implementation shall also include 

disaster recovery and business continuity plan.  

 
To ensure the technical coordination required to provide the best possible wireless network for 

the Judiciary, the ICT unit shall be responsible for the deployment and management of 802.11 

and related wireless standard access points in different Court premises. 

 
 In order to utilize smoothly all Judicial shared resources and services (such as mails, Network 

Printers and scanners, court files, etc.), the ICT Department shall be responsible to have all 

courts included in the Judicial Wide Area Network. 

The WAN will connect each court to various units of the Judiciary that will be centrally 

controlled by ICT department. 

 
Internet is a service that provides access to the global system of interconnected computer 

networks. The Internet is a crucial operational and research tool and every court shall be 

provided with high speed internet connection. Judicial officers shall be provided with fiber 

connectivity in their chambers with appropriate security.  

Bandwidth for internet service shall be provided by a recognized Internet service provider. 

Internet connectivity should be routed through a dedicated server with appropriate security to 

prevent intrusion into the organization network including the use of effective and appropriate 

firewalls. 

The number of nodes in a court complex shall determine the number and configuration of 

Switches and Routers. To this end, care must be taken to assess the Bandwidth requirement of 

the organization and provide a suitable bandwidth that can drive day to day operations. 

 
The Judiciary must carefully ensure selection of an appropriate site for the installation of Server 

room to host other ICT Equipment, the Judiciary should have a dedicated server room at the 

central level for housing the services and related ICT Equipment, basic considerations for the 

site preparations are analyzed as follows: 
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The Location of the server room should be carefully selected for security and accessibility as the 

main considerations. In particular, situating them close to the exterior walls of the building 

should be avoided to prevent the heat from windows and exterior wall surfaces. The server 

room should be located away from generator rooms, lift plant rooms, etc… as much as possible. 

Only contractors with previous experience in server rooms construction /furnishing should be 

engaged.  

 
Unnecessary items must be removed from the server room. These include unused upholsteries, 

faulty hardware, as well as pipes and ducts not serving any purpose; also all materials to be 

used in the server room should be non- combustible, fire retardant and have the properties of 

smooth surface finishing. 

 

 
This is to be used in server room. It should be built of individual and interchangeable floor 

panels, sturdily and rigidly above the structural floor. it must be evenly levelled and strong 

enough to withstand all necessary loads that exert on it. Additional support may be required if 

the panels are weakened by cut-outs.  

It provides the following advantages: 

 

 Acts as an air podium for conditioned air distribution  

 Provides spaces for cable running  

 Enables simple equipment installation and provides flexibility for subsequent layout  

 Enables modifications or equipment expansion 

 Protects the interconnecting cables, plugs and power connectors  

 Eliminates hazardous cabling underfoot  

 Maintains cleaner environment   
 

 
Monitoring and maintenance of network performance shall include: 

 Redundancy  

 Load balancing  

 Application Response time and  

 Quality of service control & assurance  
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Given the fact that server rooms are not habitable, it is essential to provide Systems 

Administrator who work in these rooms with monitoring tools and have the ability to remotely 

and centrally control facilities in these rooms. In any case, a central control and monitoring 

system should be acquired for this purpose. 

The use of remote centralized monitoring systems will ensure early detection of problems with 

various facilities such as internet connectivity, availability and usage, power supply system, air 

conditioning, fire services system, access control system etc.  

4 HARDWARE & END-USERS EQUIPMENT  
 

 
The servers that operate in the Judiciary network are; File server, antivirus server, Printer 

server and Database server. They are all protected and configured to give ICT resources to users 

of the Judiciary Local Area Network (LAN).  

 Server machines shall be acquired as services (cloud computing) instead of procuring, 

operating and maintaining our own hardware machines. 

The ICT department shall control usage and strictly manage credential access for the servers. 

 
The Judiciary computer network infrastructures have main power supply and backup 

generators for continued power supply.  

 

 

The required ICT equipment and soft wares shall be defined by the IT department and 

regularly updated. All courts` equipment and devices shall be coded and recorded in the 

logistics management software. 

 

The Judicial employees shall only use ICT equipment for work related purposes following the 

Judiciary ICT processes and procedures. Unless otherwise authorized by the CBM, users shall 

ensure proper use of ICT equipment and strive to exceed the life span of ICT equipment in use. 

A software to be installed shall be done by the ICT department on site or remotely. Judicial 
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employees shall not illegally use, process, distribute or store any product protected by 

copyright of intellectual property. 

 

Moving ICT equipment out of court premises except laptops shall require approval from the 

courts` president or IT department. In case of a stolen ICT device, the user must report the 

incidence within 24 hours of theft to his/her direct supervisor, to Rwanda Investigation Bureau 

(RIB) or the equivalent organ in case theft happens outside the country and to the CBM while 

abiding to the appropriate procedure for reporting stolen or damaged items. 

No repair shall be done on any ICT equipment without the authorization from the CBM. The IT 

department shall put in place a mechanism of monitoring its activities and ensure quick 

response for any required intervention while enforcing compliance to ICT national policy and 

guidelines in place  

 

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) should only be allowed where they meet in-house security 

standards; hence, all intending users of BYOD must seek approval from ICT Department. 

Laptops for all staff should be a prerequisite. 

 
Unless otherwise approved by the CBM; printing, scanning and photo copying shall be acquired 

as a service (Leasing) instead of procuring, operating and maintaining our own printers, 

scanners and photocopiers.  

ICT department shall have control over usage and ensure that access to credentials for scanners 

and printers are strictly managed. The ICT personnel shall ensure that all management 

interfaces of printers are protected by password to prevent unauthorized usage or 

configuration. Individuals must take care of efficient management of printing resources by only 

printing when or what is necessary. 

Sensitive or classified printed documents shall immediately be removed from the printer after 

printing to prevent unwanted information disclosure. Only authorized maintenance personnel 

shall carry out printer repairs.  

 

 
All ICT equipment shall be checked and maintained at least once a quarter as detailed in the 

Judiciary ICT activity plan. 
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All ICT equipment shall be checked and maintained at least once a quarter as indicated in the 

Judiciary ICT activity plan. 

After the warranty period, an agreement with suppliers & service providers shall be made for 

the provision of maintenance services at least every quarter. Extended services such as training, 

preventive maintenance, visits and trade-in benefits shall be captured in contracts where each 

type of contract shall be reviewed and evaluated on its own merit and specificity. 

5 SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS & DATA  
 

 

 
The introduction of any new system shall be coordinated and managed by the ICT unit in 

consultation with all users/beneficiaries. Once requirements and business objectives have been 

defined, the default preference order for the sourcing of a solution shall be:  

Develop a customized system  

 Modify an existing supported system  

 Buy a new system  

 Adapt a new system if significant functionality is unavailable  

 Develop a customized system  

 
The introduction of a new system shall start with the identification of the need. This shall be in 

form of a development request with generalized information of requirements that should be 

forwarded to the ICT unit. In case of a costly and complex system, an outline investment 

appraisal shall be required, clearly detailing why a new system should be introduced, give an 

indication of the resources required to deliver and how the system shall be supported after 

introduction. Priority shall be given to systems which deliver benefit to the whole Judiciary as 

opposed to purely local solutions. The ICT unit shall work with the relevant department to 

identify the appropriate solution on the market. Once a solution has been identified, an 

investment appraisal shall be updated and submitted for approval consistent with the set 

management procedures. 
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The software development could follow the following phases and detailed documentation 

substantiating the following should be provided to the head of ICT department; 

 Requirements specification (Requirements Analysis)  

 Design  

 Implementation (or Coding)  

 Integration  

 Testing (or validation)  

 Deployment (or Installation)  

 Maintenance  

 

 
The software development testing should be done by the end-users of the system who are not 

involved in the software development process. During the testing process, real or live data shall 

not be provided. In case live data is necessary, a representative of the respective department 

shall feed the system with real data for testing. Installation of the software shall be done in the 

ICT unit or in a designated location as per the guidance of the head of ICT department. 

 
Data to be protected: 

 All Case related files  

 Application & Databases  

 Emails and Data on personal computers  

 

Users must note that they share responsibility over available data although the Judiciary owns 

work-related data on any issued Judiciary ICT Equipment; 

Data should be available around the clock (24/7) to be accessed from different time zones. 

The ICT department shall put in place processes and procedures for data backup, recovery and 

ensure that it is available either onsite or offsite.  
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6 SYSTEM ADMINISTRATION  

 
Passwords shall not be written down on paper, passwords shall not be included in a non-

encrypted stored document, passwords shall not be sent through an email account which does 

not have a secure login (https). 

Passwords shall not be revealed over the phone, passwords shall not be revealed or hinted on a 

form of internet; passwords shall not be “remembered” if the “remembered password” feature 

in the application program such as internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari and Mozilla Firefox 

is used. 

Password shall not contain common acronyms, password shall not have reverse spelling; 

password shall not use part of your login name and it shall not have part of the numbers easily 

remembered such as birthdays, phone numbers, etc. 

A password shall have a minimum of eight characters, the minimum complexity of a password 

shall use lowercase, uppercase, numbers and special characters ( eg: !@#${}:”*< ?>) . Password 

age should not be more than six (6) months unless otherwise advised by the ICT personnel. 

 

 
An email is an efficient and timely communication tool, appropriate use of an email system can 

enhance productivity and intra-judicial communication; but inappropriate use can conflict 

with judicial policies and compromise availability of the system for all. 

Every Judicial employee (permanent and temporary), interns, consultants and any other person 

approved by the CBM shall have a judicial email account. Request to open or close an email 

account must follow the judicial process for joining and leaving the organization. 

The usage of the corporate email as a means of official correspondences between officers of the 

organization should be encouraged while the use of private email addresses or publicly 

available emails services for instance yahoo, gmail, hotmail, etc…should be avoided. There 

should be a dedicated mail server fully fortified with Antivirus through which every officer can 

easily access his/her mails.  

 
 The Judiciary must have a current, educative, informative and quantitative website which will 

have information on various aspects of the organization that is beneficial to judges, legal 

practitioners, court officials, general public, etc…. the website would contain details of the 

structure of various operational arms of judicial body, history, jurisdiction, rules, judge’s 

profiles, location map, types of courts, contact details, guidelines, judgements, orders, etc…  
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The website is the first contact the world has with the Rwandan Judiciary and therefore must 

be able to meet the yearning of whosoever is visiting the site for information. The website must 

be dynamic and should provide feedback mechanisms from the public. A valid email address 

through which the public can communicate with the court must be specified on the website 

and all enquiries attended to with utmost urgency as required. 

 
Courts` computers in use should be well configured with the Judicial active directory for better 

access of the systems including latest antivirus signature file which should be updated 

automatically from the server; users should terminate active sessions and /or log out of their 

computers when moving away from their workstations and their offices shall always be locked 

when unattended. In addition, all users shall be responsible for the safety and custodianship of 

the ICT facilities in their office and outside the office. 

7 CYBER SECURITY  
 

Users must note that they share responsibility of physical and logical security of ICT equipment 

and data, hence required to report any incidence of IT equipment and data misuse as well as 

other potential relevant threats. It is the users’ responsibility to seek guidance from the IT 

department whenever in doubt of what constitutes acceptable or prohibited in the use of ICT 

equipment and data. 

The ICT department shall put in place mechanisms to secure information within the 

organization through; 

 Cyber security awareness  

 Establishment of role-based controls  

 Perform regular vulnerability assessment and penetration testing.   
 

 

 Users shall be granted (username & password) access to the Judiciary private network by 

means of network authorization.  

 ICT Unit may deploy mechanisms that shall track user activity with regard to 

unauthorized access to ICT systems.  
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 ICT Unit shall implement Password policy by introducing strictly use of strong 

passwords that include symbols e.g. @, #, (,), [,], /, \, {,} Upper and lower case, Change all 

default passwords upon installation of new software or new OS.  

 ICT Unit shall deploy firewalls to protect the Judiciary’s internal network and ICT 

systems from unauthorized access.  

 ICT Unit shall conduct regular security awareness programs for all users of Judiciary 

network and systems to secure the Judiciary’s data and information from any attack.  

 
All equipment provided by the Judiciary shall be taken care of by the users, each staff is 

responsible for its physical security, users must avoid any type of damage e.g. spilling liquids 

and any other physical damages.  

 

The server room shall be protected in a physically secure location with secure controlled access. 

The ICT Unit holds the responsibility to ensure access to server room and data stored. 

 
This policy outlines how viruses can infect the network, how the ICT unit prevents and 

mitigates the effect of infections and how the network users should respond to a virus if they 

suspect that one has infected the network. All workstations and laptops will have an approved 

anti-virus installed, running and updated to scan the system and external media. Users will 

report any virus or suspicious file (s) detected in the system to the IT team. Users must be 

extremely cautious when opening e-mail attachments received from unknown senders which 

may contain viruses, e-mail bombs, or Trojan horse code. 

 
The ICT unit shall implement the network segmentation that will divide the network building 

into small network or subnets that will help to manage network performance and security 

perfectly. 

 
A password policy will be a set of rules such as stating password length and complexity 

requirements that help improve our data security by encouraging users to create strong 

passwords, stored and use them securely.  

A policy can either be advisory or enforced via the computer system. Usually, it’s part of the 

organization’s official regulations and taught as a part of induction or security awareness 

training. 
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PPaasssswwoorrdd  ppoolliiccyy  rreeqquuiirreemmeennttss  sshhoouulldd  ccoonnssiiddeerr  tthhee  ffoolllloowwiinngg  aassppeeccttss; 

 Set a policy to change passwords after compromise 

 Set a password/passphrase length policy 

 Create a password deny list 

 Set an account lockout threshold 

 Enable inactive account locking 

 
ICT Department must plan and conduct regular (at least twice a year) internal cyber security 

awareness for end users; the cyber security awareness can be done in partnership with specific 

government organizations as an expertise subject matter.  

8 ICT HARDWARE & SOFTWARE ACQUISITION 
  

The ICT department shall consolidate and share its ICT procurement plan with the Judiciary 

Procurement office as required. 

The Judiciary in its financial and administrative autonomous status shall procure the required 

IT equipment and accessories through its framework contracts with its selected suppliers; 

however, for items available through framework contracts with government institutions such 

as RISA and others, the Judiciary shall issue purchase orders for the acquisition of the required 

services. 

The Judiciary shall seek advice from any government entity on any specific subject matter of 

expertise before the acquisition of hardware and software if/when/where necessary. 

9 BACKUP DATA & DISASTER RECOVERY  
 
This section will enable to safeguard information as an asset of the Judiciary and prevent loss of 

data in case of accidental deletion or corruption of data, system failure or disaster. This policy 

applies to all servers containing Judicial data, telephone centers and networks.  

On a daily basis, logged information generated from each backup shall be reviewed by the ICT 

team and will have the following checked;  

  
 Check for errors and have them corrected,  

 Monitor duration of the backup, 

 Optimize backup performance where possible,  
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 Identify problems and take corrective action to reduce any risks associated with failed 

backups,  

 Random test conducted on weekly basis to verify that backups have been successful.  

 Maintain records demonstrating the review of logs and restore so as to demonstrate 

compliance with this policy for auditing purposes.  

 Court premises shall be provided with appropriate fire extinguishers for use in case of 

fire out breaks.  

 Court premises should be provided with wired system to prevent thunderstorm.  

 The ICT Unit shall produce a disaster recovery plan which shall outline the emergency 

recovery of ICT systems. 

 A DRP (disaster recovery plan) simulation test shall be conducted at least once a year to 

test the ICT Unit readiness.  

10  ICT FUNCTIONING, STAFFING AND TRAINING  

 
 

The primary objective of JITCO is to define the Judiciary’s ICT Strategy and ensure that ICT 

Projects are well coordinated and aligned to the overall strategic and goals of the Judiciary. The 

ICT Strategic objective of the Judiciary will guide the implementation of various ICT Projects in 

accordance with the Judiciary’s functions that are in line with the smart Rwanda Master Plan.  

 

The JITCO team shall be composed by;   

 Judges & Registrars from different court levels and 

 The Administrative Personnel  

The chairperson of this committee is appointed by the Hon Chief Justice.  

The Committee shall meet once a semester or anytime deemed necessary, will work closely 

with the ICT Department and will report to the Hon Chief Justice. 

 
The Judiciary ICT department is currently staffed with 11 employees that include;  the Director 

General in charge of ICT, Business analyst & Software Development specialist, Senior Network & 

Systems administration specialist, Database &Applications Administrator and seven ICT 

Officers.  

The ICT team is mandated to support sixty-three (63) Courts located in different parts across 

the Country. 
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The Judiciary ICT staff shall identify gaps or capacity needs for skills development in 

accordance to respective duties. The capacity building for ICT staff shall be annually planned, 

submitted and effected RISA. 
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